LuxuryLodge

Discover Canada Your Way...

Nimmo Bay Wilderness Resort
is the very definition of a secret hideaway, nestled into the
old growth forests of British Columbia’s Great Bear Rainforest,
poised over serene and sparkling waterways and accessible
only by helicopter or floatplane.
Nimmo Bay was one of the world’s first ecolodges. The lodge
offers a high-end wilderness experience in one of the most
remote and stunning places on the planet.
Spend your days watching orcas or bears, kayaking among
salmon and sea lions, or soaring high into the mountains in a
helicopter to hike landscapes where few have ventured.
Later unwind with fresh coastal cuisine, a soak in a hot tub
beneath a towering waterfall, and an evening of music and
laughter sitting around the fire on the floating dock.

Experience Nimmo Bay...
Select a 3, 4 or 7 night package, Nimmo Bay tailors to the
individual, spend your days viewing wildlife, fishing, hiking or
just reconnect with nature and get away from it all at this 5 star
wilderness retreat. Our packages include return flights from
Vancouver and on request we can arrange a private float plane
directly from Vancouver or Victoria to the lodge.
There are only 9 two bedroom luxury cabins all feature large
indoor and outdoor living areas, with all the comforts of a 5-star
luxury hotel including robes, pillow menu, complimentary mini
bar of juices, soft drinks, beer, specialty teas, coffee, house
wines, Bose IPOD dock & stereo to name a few.

Wilderness & Wildlife Adventure
Our Wilderness and Wildlife Adventure focuses on the
adventures in and around the resort. Enjoy kayaking,
paddle boarding, Great Bear Rainforest hiking, whale
watching, bear watching, marine life tours from our boat
‘The Dance’ and so much more. This adventure is for
anyone who would like to enjoy the magic of Nimmo Bay
Resort and all of its spectacular amenities whether it be
adventuring along the BC coast or relaxing in the comforts
of your personal intertidal chalet.
Departs:
Mondays - 3 & 7 nights & Thursdays - 4 nights
May 15th – October 25th
Cost per person twin share:
3 nights from $6950, 4 nights from $9090,
7 nights from $15,500
Includes:
• Return scheduled flights with Pacific Coastal from
Vancouver to Port Hardy
• Return transportation from Port Hardy to Nimmo Bay
• Included activities which are seasonal and weather
dependent – Grizzly & Black Bear Viewing, Whale
Watch, guided kayaking and hiking, boat tours through
the Broughton Archipelago, exploring the Great Bear
Rainforest

Nimmo Bay Helicopter Adventures
– The Ultimate Wilderness
Experience
Explore 50,000 miles of pristine wilderness in your own
private helicopter. Your pilot/guide will take you to 10,000
year old glaciers, mountain tops, old growth forests, white
sand beaches, remote islands, waterfalls and rivers. At
each location you may find yourself heli-hiking, swimming,
rafting, drifting, fishing or wildlife viewing. This adventure is
tailored to you the individual.
For the angler Heli Fishing & Fly Fishing - you will fish
isolated streams filled with wild Pacific Salmon, fish for Coho
chinook, Pinks, Steelhead as well as Dolly Varden Char,
Rainbow & Cutthroat Trout. You will have over 50 isolated
rivers and streams to fish from.
Helicopter Adventures can be arranged for just one day
or if you want the ultimate wilderness escape a private
helicopter can be arranged for each day of your stay at
Nimmo Bay. Prices on request.
Prices are on
request and vary
based on the
number of people
in a helicopter.

• All gourmet meals, all standard drinks
• 5% GST, Bed taxes and conservation levy
• Note Gratuities are NOT included and payable direct.

Call: 1300 300 713

10/541 Church Street, North Parramatta NSW Australia
Email: reservations@momentotravel.com.au
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